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About This Game

Fightttris VR is the game in which you need to catch blocks, build wall, collect bonuses and attack the enemy in the funniest
ways.

Be ready to strain your muscles and brain. The speed of reaction, accuracy of movement and clarity of mind - all you need to
win.

Key features
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Catch the falling blocks  - use your moves to manipulate, grab and build.

Collect lines - stack the blocks in lines to erase them, to restore health and to damage the opponent.

Activate bonuses - try to overcome the opponent in the fastest way possible.

...

Laugh at your opponent - or together with him!
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Title: Fightttris VR
Genre: Indie
Developer:
TECHHOME
Publisher:
TECHHOME
Franchise:
Fightttris VR
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 или AMD FX 8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Developers are very engaged. Fun game :) looking forward to trying coop.. 1-Game forces us to install stupid Ubibost's Uplay
stupid launcher
2-Uplay's stupid launcher says CD Key already in use
3-Stupid Uplay support form says: "There was an error processing your request. Please try again later.". Well yes on close
inspection I should have looked for Elite flag. Still it would be nice if it had been made clearer in the discription somehow. Very
unfortunate that they have same games. i don';t know if it's a cash grab, or an honest mistake between two companies. What I do
know is teh contropls are not very good, the training\/learning segment is horrid and confiusing as hell, and they are without a
doubt benefiting on teh confusion of name. I would never have purchased this otherwise and I am not alone. Heck if it was still
a semi decent game I might stick with it.....but the controls are horrid. Also they are not allowing refunds since it was before
refund policy........ I loved Escape from 26, so when I found out that a sequel had been made, I jumped at the chance! This game
is great for puzzle-solvers, and had a beautiful steampunk design. Easily one of my favorite games! Although I would have liked
a bit more story\/connection to the story from Escape from 26.... *Be me
 * Plays America's new Focus Tree
 * Rebuilds America's economy
 * Makes Liberty Alliance with Canada, Mexico and Ireland
 * Builds 400+ship navy and 72 40-width divisions,
 * Gets Civil War out-of-the-blue
 * Revolutionaries recognized as legitimate Government, all Allies join War
 * Revolutionaries take 80% of military and 90% of Navy
 * Revolutionaries take all but the SE US
 * Revolutionary tank divisions travel faster than strategic redeployment, lose 60% of army trying to form front line
 * Falls back to Texas, tanks are faster though
 * Sees italy is willing to send volunteers, they send 1 light cav division,
 * Confusedly Screams. +graphics might be better than other clicker
-gameplay is too boring, no other mechanic beside clicking (yeah i knew it's clicker game)
-uninteresting upgrade, mindless.... Two years ago, this was a promising game that needed more work. The game has gotten
WORSE since then. Rather than fleshing out and improving the game, they just keep going backwards and wasting month after
month making the game buggier and less fun. Stay away. The dev team has completely lost their way. It's like they turned it over
to their 10 year old brother.
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Dandy: Or a Brief Glimpse Into the Life of the Candy Alchemist is a game made by WeFiends. Its a SideScrolling, Shoot 'Em
Up, Perma Death, Rouge-lite game with a very adorable art style and amazing music. The game takes inspiration from many of
the Indie greats, such as Binding of Isaac with its stacking power ups that also mutate the characters appearence as you go on,
and Fez with its whimsical\/retro soundtrack and colors. The game is simple, but super fun and extremly addictive. The people
at WeFiends put so much love and heart into this game its hard not to love it as well. This game even had me smiling while
playing it because of how much fun I was having. Dandy is also really difficult, and all the enemies require different tactics to
beat them, forcing you to actually think about what way to attack enemies rather than just holding down the shoot button, and I
gotta give WeFiends some credit because its really well done and innovative. The art style is possibly the nicest thing to look at
ever, and the backgrounds look like they were made by the League of Legend art team! The backgrounds look extremly
amazing and detailed, expecally a little later on in the game when Dandy is flying through a beautiful starry night sky. This game
also has great music and is one of the few video game soundtracks I could listen to for days. There is an Online Mode that is also
very fun and playing with friends (Online or Locally) is always a blast with Dandy. In conclusion, Dandy is cute, crazy and fun
with so much heart put into it. Maybe a little simple, but thats ok, because the content that is here is enough to keep you playing
for hours. I highly recommend this game to any fans of Indie games (expecally the ones I said above) and artist since this game
is a blast to look at (seriously I could just look at this game and have a fun time doing it). This game is a lot like candy itself, and
Im totally addicted, WeFiends did an amazing job and I can't wait to see what they have in store in the future.

-Stefan <3. a very fun arcadey FPS! it has 4 modes for you to play on, which aren't like massive gameplayer changers, but they
each have their own unique way of playing it! you gotta always be aware of your surroundings because the enemies spawn all
around you which leads to some very exciting gameplay, and the bossesssss - in Virtual Arena bosses spawn and they're like the real
challenge, it took me 4 tries to beat the first one but there's at least another 1 which i haven't managed to beat yet (also i like using
the sword)

there's more to it than just what i mentioned - this game is very fun and i would easily recommend anyone to give it a try!. OK
game, not really my cup of tea. Arcade shooter three levels with boss fights at the end. I personally hate games that force you to
replay the entire level when you die at the boss battle, and that is exactly this game. It gets repetitive and tiresome. There are better
games out there to play. This is garbage, and a full time lie.............. dont put your money on this..... A Stroke of Fate: Operation
Valkyrie is a typical point-and-click adventure containing dry, emotionless, and uninspiring voice actors. They really should have
done the game in German with English subtitles or at least cast actors with German accents. But even then, when you supply actors
with no personality, it wouldn't have mattered much.

The story takes place after the failed attempt of the original Operation Valkyrie and you play the role of an SS Officer with a
secret desire to carry on the mission. Many of the clickable objects provide a mini 1940s German history lesson. It's slightly
interesting, but the storytelling is pretty bland making this a boring experience overall.
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